SeaState is a monthly ocean industries podcast designed for active professionals. This entertaining and educational podcast covers a broad range of topics and features a leading line-up of industry experts as guests. As a must-hear extension to ON&T’s editorial agenda, SeaState addresses the breaking news and emerging trends in ocean technology, as well as discussing pioneering research, industry challenges and prospects for the future.

$3,500 sponsorship includes:

- 3 recognitions during the podcast (value $1,500):
  - Beginning: short thank you to the sponsor
  - Break: short description of sponsor (~25 words)
  - End: About the sponsor (75-100 words with CTA)
- ON&T Magazine: A dedicated article (1-2 pages) with a summary of the current podcast and an introduction of the guest speaker will be published in each print edition of ON&T Magazine. The sponsor(s) receive a 1/3-page print ad on that spread. (value $2,088)
- ON&T Newsletter: A dedicated space will have a short description of the podcast with a direct link. The sponsor(s) logo will be included in the header for 1 month. (value $500)
- ON&T Website: The sponsor(s) receive a Skyscraper ad (300x600 pixels) for the duration of 1 month. (value $300)

Distribution includes but is not limited to:

- ON&T Audience (magazine and newsletter) – over 24,500 professionals
- ON&T Social Media – over 5,000 followers
- Via Well-known Podcast Directories including:
  - Apple Podcasts
  - Spotify
  - Google Podcast
  - Stitcher
  - iHeart Radio
  - Pandora
  - TuneIn + Alexa
  - Podcast Addict
  - Podchaser
  - Deezer
  - Listen Notes
- Via Media Partners (listed on website)
- Social Media
- Outreach via ECO Magazine & Offshore Source
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